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Blackfoot idaho insane asylum
Idaho Soldiers' House of Idaho Soldiers, located in Hell's County, near the west of boise City, has over the past two years been greatly improved by the addition of a new hospital. The building is 42x73 feet with a snumed covered porch on three sides, and is built of stone with a brick veneer
for the first, and shingles for the second story. It makes a lovely and attractive appearance, and when neatly furnished as it undoubtedly will be, it will be a small memory, not a generosity, but a gratitude to the people of the state for the services rendered to the country by these old veterans
in the dark days of the Civil War. One hundred and twenty-four lines answer the roll call in this comfortable hostel. Most of them are over the age of sixty. Another ten years, and most of them have responded to their last roll on this earth. Let us put what joy we can in their hearts during this
time. The State of Idaho Mad Refuge This facility is located on a plot of state-owned land bordering the northwestern outskirts of Blackfoot, Bingham County. The section has sufficient water right for irrigation purposes and almost all is under cultivation. The building is made of brick, with two
wings and stands in the middle of a thin grove of trees with a lovely apple orchard near the building. The vegetable garden consists of about thirty acres, and the amount of vegetables produced wonderfully, most of the work is done by prisoners. Prisoners also do most of the work on the
farm. Wheat, oats, barley, alfalfa hay, potatoes and other vegetables are produced in large quantities. The facility produces enough wheat, beef, pork, lamb, potatoes, apples and vegetables for use in the facility. A modern humane approach to patients is the method here. A straight jacket is
never used except to save a patient's life. Extra-life and moderate work are encouraged, but there is no driving. The buildings were recently painted inside and 24 hours, and many improvements have been made in the last two years. The health of the prisoners is surprisingly good. There
are currently 257 prisoners in the facility. This institution has an endowment of 50,000 acres of land. North Idaho Mad Asylum on March 7, 1905, the state Legislature passed a law allowing Governor Gooding to appoint a commission of four people, with himself as chairman, to choose a site
in one of the state's northern counties, which would find refuge for the insane, which will be known as The Northern Idaho Mad Refuge. In addition, he has the permission to appoint a three-member Board of Directors for .the purpose of building, equipping and managing the institution, and
supervised. State Land Council to allocate 40,000 acres .the land provided Congress is out of this provision of the 150,000-acre Land Act for other public, charitable, educational or criminal and reform purposes as a permanent fund for the exclusive use and use of this refuge. The Blackfoot
Sanctuary, under the same law, received a specific donation of 50,000 acres. And the Legislature then appropriated $30,000.00 to get started. Governor Gooding, who urged in his message to the Legislative Assembly that such an institution should be established in the northern part of the
State, with its usual energy and mental understanding of the needs of the State, immediately appointed Dr. J.V. Giwea, who at the time was the medical superintendent of blackfoot asylum; James Stevens, Robert Aikman and Robert Hayes as the Commission on Choice and Site Search,
and appointed J. K. Bell, J. G. Rowton and J. T. Taylor to the Board of Directors. In May, after the commission, after visiting numerous places in the Northern Counties, chose 100 acres on the north bank of the Clearwater River in Nez Perez County, about forty miles above Lewiston and
about one mile west of the city of Orefino, at the mouth of Orofino Creek, on the capes of which Captain Pierce, like a gold digger, made the beginning of Idaho. The Board of Directors immediately appointed Dr. Giviv as medical director of the nascent refuge and the head of its yet-to-beclosed farm. The chosen site was allocated by the Nez Manse Indian, bordering the river, whose name was to be acquired during the trial. In addition, the aspect of this allotment, as seen from the window of the rail car, was so forbidding that the eye quickly shifted to the pine clothing hi1,s
outside, and those seemingly unattractive bills the council purchased 145 acres, which is 245 in total. To this seemingly unenviable place, Dr. Givwis, in July 1905, removed from the Insane Asylum in Blackfoot, taking with him twenty men and five female prisoners of this institution, along
with horses, wagons, agriculture and other means, providing himself with tents for shelter, and began work on the first terrace, about 150 feet above the Indian allotment, cutting down trees, laying trees, laying, excavating the basement, , burning brick, granite quarry, plowing, harrowing,
alignment, planting of apple, peach, plum, apricot, pear and cherry, vines, strawberries, roses and flowers countless. A year after this transformation scene there was only one parallel in the state, and perhaps nowhere else, and it's a Twin Falls irrigated tract. Two years before that time, a
twin falls visitor saw a lot of men building a dam across the great river, many more with teams and scrapers throwing big embankments -- that's all. No, not all of them. There was a wormwood-sage-brush as far as the eye could see and the inevitable jack-rabbit. Two years visitor visitor
Near the city with more than 2,000 people, and looked out over the tract of 200,000 acres dotted with houses and houses, surrounded by a field of post-fields of ripening grain, sweeping and wavy in golden sunlight like waves on the chest of the gentle sea. The transformation is, of course,
microscopic compared to Twin Falls; and the landscape is not like it last. The similarity is a change caused by a human genius. Here were hills and slopes and irregular mounds covered with standing wood, falling wood, rose with fern and oatmeal and tangled undergrowth. The location
chosen for the building stands next to the center of a huge amphitheater, river and lower ground forming a backdrop more than two miles away, and the arena stretching in front is more than a mile long, gently ascending until it ends in an irregular semicircle of pine accounts two to three
hundred feet above the site. This spectacular spot is a 125x73-foot brick, three-story high - the future home of the unfortunate idaho children. Look out of the future. Past and present are enough occupation. Here are fifty acres of cultivated land that last year was a desert, now lush with the
growth of fruit trees, corn, potatoes, peas, beans, carrots, parsnips, vines, zucchini and melons and over there swinging a field of grain. This civilization puts forward its best efforts to comfort its unfortunate and defective ones. It's 1,000 feet above sea level. The climate is healthy and
healing. The temperature is equable, rarely drops below zero, and while there are some hot days, nights are always cool and refreshing. Commissioners may have been searching for months and have not found a more picturesque place on the state's scenic rivers. Treating patients here is
similar to treatment in Blackfoot. Mentally and bodilyly are able to lead life outdoors and it is recommended to moderate daily work. Of the twenty-five prisoners brought from Blackfoot, four were cured and discharged. Eighteen patients were also transferred from Blackfoot, and twelve new
patients added in the last year. The Idaho School of Industrial Reform This institution was created by the Legislative Assembly Act, passed in 1893. The Act declares that the institution must be for the care, protection, training and education of offenders, children, dependent and neglected
children, and for the care, control and discharge of juvenile offenders. The Act creates a four-person council appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate, two of whom are men and two women, and represents the Governor and the State Inspector of Public
Education for former members of the Council. The Council has the authority to oversee and manage the school, as well as to appoint a superintendent and necessary teachers and help. The Superintendent must run the school in accordance with the rules and regulations set out by the
Council. The law appropriated $50,000.00 to purchase land and erect buildings, and the buildings are designed to build according to the cottage plan. The law on the establishment and establishment of this institution also proclaims that minors should be trained in all general school
departments and such industrial and manual training in the boys' department, as should prepare them for active, honest work in life, and in the department for girls, in addition to the general branches of the school, the domestic economy. All under the age of eight and eighteen who are
convicted of a felony except murder and manslaughter, or who because of the incredible parents grow up in male, vagrancy, or incorrigibility on the complaint proven, must be sentenced to this institution and must remain there until 21 years if previously parole or released. Under the Act, the
Governor was allowed to appoint a five-person commission to select and ensure the safety of areas in Fremont County that could be accommodated and built; buildings, and finally, it was made by the State Land Council to allocate a 40,000-acre omnibus donation provided in the
admissions bill to other public charities, educational or criminal and reform purposes, as an eternal fund to maintain this institution. The Commission has selected 253 acres of land near St. Anthony. No better land or richer soil can be found - nowhere else in this state. Although the school
has been open for just over two years, it now has only 68 inmates, and is reportedly making excellent progress under the leadership of Mr. J. T. Humphreys, who with the help of about seven or eight assistants, both men and women, teaches these children, in addition to general school
branches, agriculture, dairy, gardening, carpenter and tailoring. The Idaho Prison This facility is located in Ada County almost touching the northeastern border of Boise City on the extension of Warm Springs Avenue. Old buildings of territorial days are gradually being replaced with much
better and more comfortable buildings. Over the past two years, a women's chamber has been built, completely isolated from other buildings, and a block of chambers is being completed in the main building. The work of prisoners was used in their construction. The health of prisoners was
excellent and the mortality rate was perhaps surprisingly low than in any institution in the world. Only one death occurred in the two years ending November 31, 1906. The parole system was in place, and the current superintendent, Mr. E.L. Whitney, strongly recommended the policy. During
his administration, spanning the two years ended on 31 December 1906, twenty-four prisoners were and only two out of twenty-four violated their parole. The average daily number of prisoners last year was 220, which is 28 more than in the previous year. Source: Stories of Tullyge, (Volume
II); Edward William Tulledge; Publ. 1889; Transcripted and presented on the genealogical trails of Andrea Stavsky Pack. Copyright © Genealogical Trails 2012 2012
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